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Abstract. The urgent need for an effective monitoring scheme for grizzly bear (Ursus 
arctos) populations led us to investigate the effort required to detect changes in populations 
of low-density dispersed animals, using sign (mainly scats and tracks) they leave on trails. 
We surveyed trails in Glacier National Park for bear tracks and scats during five consecutive 
years. Using these data, we modeled the occurrence of bear sign on trails, then estimated 
the power of various sampling schemes. Specifically, we explored the power of bear sign 
surveys to detect a 20% decline in sign occurrence. Realistic sampling schemes appear 
feasible if the density of sign is high enough, and we provide guidelines for designs with 
adequate replication to monitor long-term trends of dispersed populations using sign oc- 
currences on trails. 
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INTRODUCTION information about the power of such surveys bars the 

Our ability to monitor the status of secretive, threat- effective design of monitoring schemes. 

ened/endangered species cheaply and nonintrusively In this report, we used data from Park bears to ex- 

remains an elusive goal, in part because we rarely know amine the ability of alternative survey designs to detect 

the design requirements of possible survey techniques. a change in sign deposition. We do not investigate the 

Here, we examine the effort required to detect changes Or population status of the bears of 

in populations of low-density, dispersed animals using National Park. We do characterize our bear sign data 

sign they leave on trails. Our experience with grizzly and then use simulation to explore the power of various 

bears (Ursus arctos), efforts to monitor their popula- sampling schemes. Our results reveal the sample size 

tions, and the difficulties of measuring their numbers (trail lengths and numbers) required to achieve a de- 

inspired this project. We propose that our results pos- sired level of power when the data resemble those gath- 

sess broader applicability. ered for Glacier National Park bears and when the 

In their present, remnant range within the lower 48 amount of sign deposited has decreased by a set amount. 

states, grizzly bears occupy remote country at low den- Generally, our guidelines apply to such data without 

sity, wander widely, defy reliable observation, hold regard to species or location, though our specific results 

"threatened" status, and are hunted in some areas. The may not. 

pressing need to monitor population trends of these FIELD METHODS AND RESULTS 
bears contrasts with the formidable difficulties of doing 
so. Methods currently employed to monitor grizzly bear Field methods 

population trends involve either intensive radio-telem- Trails surveyed for bear sign were located throughout 
etry studies or the opportunistic observation of females Glacier National Park (407 820 ha) in northwest Mon- 
with cubs (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1990). The tana. The Park straddles the continental divide and, 
former is expensive and requires handling a large pro- in this rugged, mountainous terrain, elevations range 
portion of the population. The power of the latter is from 948 to 3 190 m. Survey routes west of the divide 
unknown and is highly sensitive to unquantified effort. were primarily forested, while those to the east were 

Because of these difficulties, workers have recog- more open. Topography and vegetation generally en- 
nized the desirability of using sign SUNeys to monitor couraged use of trails by both animals and humans. 
bear populations (Pelton 1972, Lindzey et al. 1977, Surveys were conducted during late September and 
Johnson and Pelton 1980). Unfortunately, the lack of early October by three groups with three to five ob- 

servers per group. The inexperienced observers re- 
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3 1 January 1992. of field instruction on bear sign recognition. Training 




















